Qualcomm requests that some changes are made, and some questions answered, if the GSA proposals in AECS-07-13e are to be used as part of the Regulation working document (AECS-02-02-r2e).

- The block out time and reacquisition time are not clearly specified in the document. Is it 60s block out and 20s reacquisition time?
  - We recommend either increasing -150dBm to -145dBm, or reducing the block out time to 20s with the reacquisition time remains at 20s.
- Please clarify “signal visibility interval = 300s” and “signal absence interval=600s” in Table 7.
- For Block out of 60s and reacquisition at 20s under urban canyon, it is recommended to add a requirement that there are at least 8 SVs combined in view in the green urban canyon zone.